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Languages


	 Aleut in the United States of America and Russia


	 Aragonese in Spain


	 Aromanian in the Balkans


	 Asturian in Spain 


	 Bildts in The Netherlands


	 Breton in France 


	 British Sign Language in the United Kingdom


	 Catalan Sign Language in Spain


	 Dutch Sign Language in the Netherlands


	 Elfdalian in Sweden


	 Flemish sign language in Belgium


	 Frisian in the Netherlands


	 Gaelic in Scotland


	 Greek in Ukraine


	 Griko in Italy


	 Gronings in The Netherlands


	 Irish in Ireland


	 Irish sign language in Ireland


	 Kalmyk in Russia


	 Karaim in Lithuania, Ukraine, and Crimea


	  Kashubian in Poland


	 Ket in Russia


	 Khakas in Russia


	 Ladin in Italy


	 Limburgish in the Netherlands


	 Lombard in Italy


	 Lower Sorbian in Germany


	 Mirandês in Portugal


	 Occitan in Italy


	 Piedmontese in Italy


	 Sater Frisian in Germany


	 Silbo Gomero in the Canary Islands, Spain


	 Sorbian in Germany


	 Tatar in Russia


	 Tlingít in Alaska, United States of America


	 Tunumiisiut in Greenland (Kingdom of Denmark)


	 Udmurt in Russia


	 Ulster Scots in the United Kingdom




	 Student sheets (login required)










General information


	 Glossary of Terms


	 International legislation concerning minority languages


	 International legislation concerning sign languages


	 European legislation concerning minority languages


	 Russian legislation concerning minority languages


	 United States of America legislation concerning minority languages










Wiki manual


	 good style


	 example page


	 editing a page


	 formatting text


	 the language vitality table


	 adding images, audio, or video


	 undoing changes


	 practice editing this wiki










Wiki on minority language learning


	 news


	 about the Wiki 


	 contribute


	 ownership of content
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